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UAE real estate is heading towards technological innovation. The sector has

witnessed a huge proliferation in technology adoption in the last decade.

Most of the real estate transactions today are not happening through bank

cheques but digitally. Smartphones, computers, laptops have become an

integral part of real estate stakeholders to operate the business. Several big

real estate developers are spending billions of dirhams in developing

remote-work tools to migrate their critical data to cloud platforms to

facilitate ease, improve efficiency, and boost their company’s productivity

and growth. However, as they say, ‘technology is a blessing and a curse’.

This surge in technological innovation has also made the UAE property

market vulnerable to cyber-attacks. Data breaches have cost the UAE a

fortune in the last few years.

As per the KPMG survey titled -‘UAE Covid-19 cybercrime survey 2020’, 83%

of organizations surveyed in the UAE stated that they have experienced a

50% increase in phishing scams, 46% increase in email spamming, and 38%

increase in online scams. According to Mohamed al-Kuwaiti, Head of UAE

Government Cyber Security, “the country saw a 250% increase in cyber-

attacks in 2020.” Close to 80% of organizations surveyed in the UAE

experienced cyberattacks due to more employees working from home,

highlighting the vulnerabilities in legacy security technology and postures.

The real estate sector has also witnessed a sharp increase in cyber-attacks in

the last few years compared to the rest of the world. Several major real

estate developers in Dubai and across the UAE have already faced the

brunt of cyber-attacks. UAE Cyber experts believe that cyber-attacks are

unlikely to subside this year, due to growth in online users and an increase in

work-from-home culture due to the pandemic. Some of the sophisticated

attacks were targeted to steal personal information and customer data.

Background

Being a Technology-Enabled Property Management Company, Kaizen AMS

manages the personal information and confidential details of thousands of

customers in the UAE. Our strong commitment to our clients to maintain

100% security of their information, strong ethics, and values is what

contributes to Kaizen AMS being a reputed property management firm in

the UAE.

Goal

https://home.kpmg/ae/en/home.html
https://home.kpmg/ae/en/home/insights/2020/12/uae-covid-19-cybercrime-survey-2020.html
https://oecd-events.org/digital-security-for-prosperity/speaker/2f6eef24-dbc6-eb11-94b3-000d3a219024
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/12/06/middle-east-facing-cyber-pandemic-amid-covid-19-uae-official-says.html
https://www.khaleejtimes.com/business/80-of-uae-organisations-experienced-cyberattacks-targeting-remote-workers
https://www.kaizenams.com/about-us/
https://www.kaizenams.com/about-us/


● To align Kaizen’s existing data security standards in line with the global

practices

● To build a data security process capable of combating any level of a

data breach

● To prohibit any sort of remote access to the information to an

unauthorized user

● Monitoring the usage of IT infrastructure to check for abnormalities
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We invest significantly every year in managing our IT security, applications,

infrastructure, data protection, and hiring world-class technocrats from

across the globe. To ensure its data security systems remain most updated

and advanced to combat any type of cyber-attack, Kaizen AMS frequently

conducts a dry-run of its security system at a large scale.

The prime objective of this dry run was

Due to our idiosyncratic technology infrastructure developed in-house and

continuous upgradation, Kaizen AMS has not faced any incident of a data

breach since its inception in 2006. However, being a futuristic company, we

always keep ourselves prepared for every unforeseen circumstances.

For this engagement, the Kaizen AMS technology team adopted a phased

approach to build a highly secured infrastructure. We conducted a dry run

to find out whether our applications and systems are capable of countering

any type of cyber-attack.

Solution

● Identify all possible scenarios through which data breaches can take

place. This includes - external hacking, potential risk of hackers,

malware, phishing, pretexting, human error, SQL injection, criminal

hacking, or data leak through a Kaizen employee in the form of theft of

laptops, phones, storage devices or paperwork, etc.

The key highlights of the engagement are as follows

https://www.kaizenams.com/about-us/
https://kaizenams.com/
https://kaizenams.com/
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● Kaizen’s data security team performed a detailed IT review of each

system and network to evaluate its vulnerability to hacking or data

theft.

● The data security team also performed preliminary detection of the

systems that could have been possible data culprits and digital forensics

so that Kaizen can design its future course of action accordingly.

● Performing baseline security assessments and integrating security

process workflows

● Testing & monitoring disaster recovery core security and data continuity

components

● Reviewing security policies, compliance procedures, security controls,

and data center security components to migrate our confidential data

and security products.

● Conducting a detailed analysis of incident response workflows and

establishing threat intelligence to make the technology team aware in

case of any incident of a data breach

● Working on the organization’s email server, VPN setups, proxy servers,

internet access policy, firewall policies, configuration policy, and remote

access policy & access to portable device policy.

● Testing RAMs, hard disks, PCs, and Laptops, etc. used in Kaizen premises

as well as remotely by the employees to ensure they are not vulnerable

to data breach or theft.

● Preparing a comprehensive report on our data simulation results to be

reviewed by the leadership and technology head.

Undoubtedly, data is the most priceless resource for Kaizen AMS and we

focus extensively on maintaining its security. We conduct data simulation

frequently to ensure our systems & technology stay safe and the trust &

brand image of Kaizen AMS is not compromised in any way. This dry run

ensured all our systems & technological infrastructure is not vulnerable to any

type of hacking or data breach. Kaizen’s technology team continuously

strives to build advanced firewalls to provide utmost safety to the

confidential data of Kaizen AMS as well as of its elite clients’ and employees.

Outcome
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● Kaizen AMS’ infrastructure remains secured and capable of combating

any type of data breach incident

● Restricted remote access to data to any unauthorized user

● Kaizen’s Compliance policy stays updated as per the new government

regulations and complies with Dubai Law No. 26 of 2015 on the

Regulation of Data Dissemination and Exchange in the Emirate of Dubai

● Our data security team continuously monitor our technology

infrastructure and conduct these data simulation at regular intervals to

keep our data protected and ensure our brand image and the trust of

our business stakeholders remains at the pinnacle

● Development of agile and secured Cybersecurity defense applications

& infrastructure that aligns with global industry standards and security

metrics

The engagement ensured

Being a technology-enabled property management company, data security

is an utmost priority for Kaizen AMS. This engagement ensured that Kaizen

AMS’ data security standards are aligned with the global standards and

allowed us in testing our data security system to make sure it is capable of

countering any level of a data breach. This dry run also helped our

technology team in ensuring that our technology is capable of prohibiting

any sort of remote access to the information to an unauthorized user and in

closely monitoring the usage of IT infrastructure to check for abnormalities.

https://www.smartdubai.ae/docs/default-source/dubai-data/data-dissemination-and-exchange-in-the-emirate-of-dubai-law_2015.pdf?sfvrsn=46ac2296_6

